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Elizabeth Lucas Returns to High Point with New Original Pillows, 
Artwork on Lucite 

New Products Include Elizabeth Lucas Original Pillows, Lucite Wall Art 
 
For several years now, the Elizabeth Lucas Company has brought its newest artwork and accent products to shows 
like High Point.  This year is no exception; the Elizabeth Lucas booth this April will showcase new Elizabeth Lucas 
“New Vintage” originals, as well as the latest from the ELC Market line. 

New Down Pillows with Elizabeth Lucas Original Imagery 
The latest pillows feature a selection of original Elizabeth Lucas 
artwork, such as “Pear 2” (right).  These pillows are made with 
multiple layers of cotton, and down infill.  Canvas backing keeps 
them soft and upright for years.  They are exactly the same quality 
as currently-carried art pillows…but priced at only $75. 
 
If you’re looking to carry Elizabeth Lucas in retail stores, ask about 
the ELC Market line.  ELC Market is a series of affordable art prints 
and accent pillows, intended for retail sales.  High Point attendees 
this year will have several examples of both to peruse.  
 
ELC Market pillows sell for under $60 each; single-layer art prints, under $70 each. 

Also at High Point:  Art on Lucite, Steel, Furniture, Headboards 
The Elizabeth Lucas Company produces many originals and limited series artwork 
as well. For example, show attendees will see the latest print medium:  artwork 
rendered on Lucite (like “Rudbeckia”, left).  
 
“Honestly, pictures don’t do the Lucite pieces justice,” said Scott Lucas, co-owner.  
“With Lucite, we can stack layers of art on top of one another. The image is sharp, 
but it blends with the background.  It’s three-dimensional art on your wall.  You’ll 
have to come see them for yourself!” 

Custom Artwork Available Year-Round 
The ELC booth is located in InterHall Booth IH307, April 4—10.  Examples of the 
new ELC Market prints, Lucite pieces & new Elizabeth Lucas Pillows will be on 
display.  Also available are standard prints, furniture, slip-covers & more.  Visitors 
can request custom orders on-site. 
 

Visit The Elizabeth Lucas Company at www.elizabethlucascompany.com for art examples and a wholesale price list. 
 
Images of the artwork mentioned above, or from The Elizabeth Lucas Company website, may be obtained by email through 
PlanetMagpie.  Please email doreyne.douglas@planetmagpie.com with your request. 
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